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Abstract Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) rely on network cooperation
schemes to work properly. Nevertheless, if nodes have a selfish behaviour and
are unwilling to cooperate, the overall network performance could be seriously
affected. The use of watchdogs is a well-known mechanism to detect selfish
nodes.
In this paper we propose a collaborative watchdog approach, which is based
on the fast diffusion of selfish nodes awareness. Then, we introduce an analytical model to evaluate the time of detection and the overhead (number of
messages) of our collaborative watchdog approach for detecting one selfish
node. This model is extended for the case of several selfish nodes, including
a mean-max approximation for a feasible computation when the number of
selfish nodes is high. The results show that a collaborative watchdog is a very
efficient approach since the detection time of selfish nodes is reduced, and the
overall overhead is very low.
Keywords Wireless Networks · MANETs · Performance Evaluation · Selfish
nodes

1 Introduction
A Mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is a network of mobile nodes connected
by wireless links without using any pre-existent infrastructure. Each node is
free to move independently in any direction and can directly communicate with
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each other if a contact occurs (that is, if they are within communication range).
Opportunistic and Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) constitute an emerging
subclass of MANETs where there are only intermittent connectivity and opportunistic contacts. Opportunistic nodes collectively form dynamic networks
that are built from short unpredictable contact times as nodes move in and
out of connectivity [15]. Unlike mobile ad hoc networks, which aim at offering
a frequently available connected path through a dynamic network, opportunistic networks only offer a store and forward service in a mostly disconnected
network comprised of infrequent contact times between nodes. Applications of
such networks include vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) or mobile social
networks.
MANETs and DTNs nodes must forward traffic unrelated to their own
use. That is, these networks rely on network cooperation schemes to work
properly. Nevertheless, in the real world, most nodes have a selfish behaviour
and are unwilling to forward packets for others. Additionally, some nodes can
exhibit malicious behaviour trying to disturb the normal network behaviour,
and others can be faulty nodes. In all the cases these misbehaving nodes will
not cooperate in the transmission of packets. Therefore, detecting such nodes
is essential for the overall network performance. Watchdogs are appropriate
mechanisms to detect misbehaving and selfish nodes in computer networks.
Essentially, watchdog systems overhear wireless traffic and analyse it to decide
if the neighbours nodes are behaving in a selfish manner [7].
Several works studied the impact of node selfishness in MANETs. A first
study of misbehaving nodes and the proposal to use watchdogs to detect them
was introduced in [14]. This work proposed a Watchdog and Pathrater over the
DSR protocol to detect non-forwarding nodes, maintaining a rating for every
node. In [16] another scheme for detecting selfish nodes based on context aware
information was proposed. The CONFINDENT protocol was proposed in [2],
which combines a watchdog, reputation systems and bayesian filters from the
node and its neighbours to securely detect misbehaving nodes. A Mobile Intrusion Detection System is described in [11] as an advanced watchdog. In [5]
an analytical selfish model (which is tied specifically to a routing protocol) is
proposed. A recent survey [17] shows the impact of selfish nodes on the performance on ad-hoc mobile networks and reviews some of the proposed solutions
presented. Recent papers have focused on DTNs. In [10], the author introduces
a model for DTN data relaying schemes under the impact of node selfishness.
A similar approach is presented in [13] that shows the effect of socially selfish
behaviour. Social selfishness is an extension of classical selfishness (also called
individual selfishness). A social selfish node can cooperate with other nodes of
the same group and it does not cooperate with other nodes outside the group.
Social selfishness in DTNs has been studied in [12].
Although some of the aforementioned papers (such as [2, 16]) introduced
some degree of collaboration on their watchdog schemes, the diffusion is very
costly, since they are based on sending periodic messages. This paper presents
an efficient approach to reduce the detection time of selfish nodes using collaborative watchdogs based on contact dissemination. If one node has previously
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detected a selfish node it can transmit this information to other nodes when
a contact occurs. This way, nodes have second hand information about the
selfish nodes in the network, thereby reducing the detection time.
In order to evaluate the performance of our collaborative watchdog we
introduce an analytical performance model. The problem of using network
simulators (such as ns-2 or ns-3) is that evaluating different combinations can
be a very time consuming process. If the goal is to evaluate the influence of
the number of nodes, the parameters of the watchdog, or the degree of collaboration, we must repeat simulations several times in order to obtain confident
results. Using Markov Chain based models, such as the ones presented in
this paper, the results are obtained in a faster way. Recent works has shown
that the occurrence of contacts between two mobile nodes follows a Poisson
distribution λ [3, 4, 9, 18]. This has been shown valid for both human and vehicles mobility patterns. Assuming that the contact occurrence follows and
exponential distribution enables an analytical model based on Markov chains.
Therefore, the network model only assumes a given contact rate between nodes
and, therefore, it is suited for both MANETs and DTNs. The main difference
is the rate of contact, that is higher in MANETs and very low in DTNs.
The network is modelled as a set of wireless mobile nodes including collaborative nodes and selfish nodes. The collaborative nodes have a watchdog
that can detect a selfish node with a given probability (of detection). When
a contact occurs between two collaborative nodes, the information about the
selfish(s) node(s) is transmitted with a given degree of collaboration (from
no collaboration to full collaboration). Using λ as the contact rate, we model
the network as a continuous time Markov chain (CTMC). Using this CTMC
we derive expressions to obtain the time of detection (that is, the time when
nodes know about the selfish(s) node(s)) and the cost (the number of messages transmitted between collaborative nodes). In this paper we present two
models, a first model of a network with only one selfish node, and a second
model for the case of several selfish nodes.
These models were validated using simulation and it is shown that they are
very precise. Finally, the results of the model are evaluated using a contact rate
extracted from a human mobility patterns [8]. Using the models we evaluated
the performance of the collaborative watchdogs approach. The results show
a significant reduction of the detection time of selfish nodes with a reduced
overhead. For example, an overall detection time of 442 hours with no collaboration between nodes is reduced to 3.7 hours with full collaboration with an
overhead of 210 messages. Furthermore, this reduction is also significant with
a moderate degree of collaboration.
Security concerns, such as, malicious nodes that spread false information
about selfish nodes, are outside the scope of this paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce the collaborative
watchdog in Section 2. Then, Section 3 presents a performance model for
evaluating the collaborative watchdog using a CTMC. First we derive a basic
model for one selfish node and then this model is extended to a network with
several selfish nodes. The validation of the correctness of the model is described
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in Section 4. Section 5 presents the evaluation of our collaborative watchdog.
Finally, section 6 presents some concluding remarks.

2 A Collaborative Watchdog Approach
Network monitoring is a common technique to detect selfish and misbehaving
nodes. A node’s watchdog consists on overhearing the packets transmitted
and received by its neighbours in order to detect anomalies, such as the ratio
between packets received to packets being retransmitted [6]. When a watchdog
detects a selfish node, it is marked as a positive. The diffusion of these positives
in the network is the foundation of our collaborative watchdog approach.
Formally, the network is modeled as a set of N wireless mobile nodes,
with C collaborative nodes and S selfish nodes (N = C + S). Initially, the
collaborative nodes have no information about the selfish nodes (there are no
positives). A collaborative node can have a positive when a contact occurs in
the following way (see figure 1):
– Selfish contact : one of the nodes is the selfish node. Then, the collaborative
node can detect it using its watchdog and have a positive of this selfish
node. Nevertheless, a contact does not always implies a detection. To model
this fact, we introduce a probability of detection (pd ). This probability
depends on the effectiveness of the watchdog and the type of contact (for
example if the contact time is very low, the watchdog does not have not
enough information to evaluate if a node is selfish).
– Collaborative contact : both nodes are collaborative. Then, if one of them
has one or more positives, it can transmit this information to the other
node; so, from that moment, both nodes have these positives. As in the
selfish contact case, a contact does not always imply a collaboration. We
model this with the probability of collaboration (pc ). The degree of collaboration is a global parameter of the network to be evaluated. This value is
used to reflect that either a message with the information about the selfish
nodes is lost or that a node temporally does not collaborate (for example,
due to a failure or simply because it is switched off). In real networks, full
collaboration (pc = 1) is almost impossible.
The detection of contacts between nodes it straightforward using the node’s
watchdog. Notice that the watchdog is overhearing the packets of the neighbourhood ; thus, when it starts receiving packets from a new node, it is assumed
to be a new contact. Concerning the transmission of information about the
positive states when a collaborative contact occurs, the transmission cost depends on the protocol used. There are two options:
1. Single protocol : A node transmits one message for each positive it knows.
For example, in a network with three selfish nodes, if a node has a positive of two selfish nodes, it transmits two messages. This protocol is very
inefficient in terms of number of messages.
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Fig. 1: Detection and transmission of the positives
2. Group protocol : A node transmits only one message for all positives it
knows. In this case, if a node has a positive of two (or more) selfish nodes,
it transmits only one message.
Note that the group protocol is only for S > 1.
Although defining a reaction scheme when a selfish node is detected is
outside the scope of this paper, there are basically two approaches in the
literature: isolation and incentivation. Isolation methods are intended to keep
the misbehaving nodes outside of the network, excluding them from all kinds
of communication. Incentivation methods try to convince the selfish nodes to
change their behaviour, and become collaborative instead of selfish, using a
virtual payment scheme or a similar mechanism.

3 System Model
The network is modeled as a set of N wireless mobile nodes, with C collaborative nodes and S selfish nodes (N = C + S). The collaborative nodes are
divided in two sets: a set with D destination nodes and a set of C ! = C − D
non-destination nodes. Using this model, our goal is to obtain the time that
a set of D destination nodes needs to realize about who is(are) the selfish
node(s) in the network. This time value is the detection time for all nodes D.
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Therefore, we can evaluate the detection time from one node (D = 1) to all
the nodes (D = C − S). The overhead is the number of messages transmitted
up to the detection time.
In all the models, it is assumed that the occurrence of contacts between
two nodes follows a Poisson distribution λ. This assumption has been shown
to hold in several mobility scenarios of both human and vehicles [3, 4, 18]. For
example, in [4] it is shown that for random waypoint and random direction
mobility models the parameter λ is related to the mean speed of nodes v,
r # l, where r is
through the following empirical expression λ ≈ 8wrv
πl2 ,
the communication range and l is the side of the square network area. The
constant w is 1 for the random direction mobility model and 1.3683 for the
random waypoint mobility model.
Therefore, the performance model only assumes a given contact rate between nodes and therefore it is suited for both MANETs and DTNs. The
main difference is the rate of contact, which is higher in MANETs and lower
in DTNs.
In the following subsection, we first derive a simple model for one selfish
node (S = 1). This model is extended in the following subsection for the case
of various selfish nodes (S > 1).
3.1 A model for one selfish node
Using λ we can model the network using a 2D Continuous Time Markov chain
(2D-CTMC) with states (d(t), c(t))t≥0 , where c(t) represents the number of
non-destination collaborative nodes with a positive of the selfish node at time
t and d(t) represents the number of destination collaborative nodes has positives. At the beginning no node has a positive. Then, when a contact occurs, d(t) and c(t) can be increased by one. The final (absorbing) state is
when d(t) = D. A 2D-CTMC model is used, with an initial state s1 = (0, 0),
(D − 1)(C ! + 1) transient states (from s1 = (0, 0) to sτ = (D − 1, C ! ) states)
and C ! + 1 absorbing states (from sτ +1 = (D, 0) to sτ +υ = (D, C ! )1 . We define τ as the number of transient states (τ = D(C ! + 1)) and the number of
absorbing states as υ, that is C ! + 1. This model can be expressed using the
following transition matrix P in canonical form:
!
"
QR
P=
(1)
0 I
where I is a υ × υ identity matrix, 0 is a υ × τ zero matrix, Q is a τ × τ
matrix with elements pij denoting the transition rate from transient state si
to transient state sj and R is a τ × υ matrix with elements pij denoting the
transition rate from transient state si to the absorbing state sj .
Now, we derive the transition rates pij . Given the state si = (d, c)2 , the
following transitions can occur:
1
2

Note that each state number i can mapped as i = d(t) · (C + 1) + c(t) + 1
For simplicity, we omit the time in the states (that is (d, c) = (d(t), c(t))
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– (d, c) to (d, c+1): This case takes place when a new non-destination collaborative node has a positive of the selfish node. The transition probability is
tc = (λpd + λpc (c + d))(C ! − c). The term λpd represents the probability of
detection of a selfish node (using the watchdog) and λpc (c + d) the probability of transmission of the information of the selfish node (it depends on
c + d, so this probability is higher if more nodes have a positive). Finally,
the factor (C ! − c) represents the number of pending nodes.
– (d, c) to (d + 1, c): This case is when a new destination node has a positive
and the transition probability is td = (λpd + λpc (c + d))(D − d).
– (d, c) to (d, c): This is the probability of no changes and is t0 = 1 − tc − td .

For example, for N = 4, S = 1 and D = 1 we have C ! = 2, so τ = 3 and
υ = 3, the transition matrix is:
si , sj
(0,0)
(0,1)
(0,2)
(1,0)
(1,1)
(1,2)

(0,0)
t0
0
0
0
0
0

(0,1)
tc
t0
0
0
0
0

(0,2)
0
tc
t0
0
0
0

(1,0)
td
0
tc
1
0
0

(1,1)
0
td
0
0
1
0

(1,2)
0
0
td
0
0
1

Using the transition matrix P we can derive two different expressions: one
for the detection time Td and another for the overall overhead (or cost) Md .
We start with the detection time. From the 2D-CTMC we can obtain how
long will it take for the process to be absorbed. Using the fundamental matrix
N = (I − Q)−1 , we can obtain a vector t of the expected time to absorption
as t = Nv, where v is a column vector of ones (v = [1, 1, . . . , 1]T ). Each
entry ti of t represents the expected time to absorption from state si . Since
we only need the expected time from state s1 = (0, 0) to absorption (that is,
the expected time for all nodes D to have a positive), the detection time Td ,
is:
(2)
Td = E[T ] = v1 Nv
where T is a random variable denoting the detection time for all nodes D and
v1 = [1, 0, . . . , 0].
Concerning the overhead we need to obtain the number of transmitted
messages for states. During state s1 no node has a positive: s1 = (0, 0). In
this state, no messages are transmitted and m1 = 0. The second state s2
starts when a non-destination collaborative node has a positive: s2 = (0, 1)
(that is, there is one sender). In this case, this positive can be transmitted
to all nodes (except itself) for the duration of this state (denoted as f2 ) with
a rate λ and probability pc . Then, the expected number of messages can be
obtained as m2 = f2 λ(C − 1)pc , where f2 is the duration of state 2. For the
following states si the number of messages depends on the values of D and
C ! . For example, if C ! = 2, then s3 = (0, 2) and the number of nodes with
a positive is 2, but for C ! = 1, then s3 = (1, 0), meaning that only one node
has a positive. Therefore, we need to calculate the number of positives from
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each state si = (d, c) in order to obtain the number of senders. This value is
merely the sum of c and d. Then, the number of messages for each state is
Φ(si ) = c + d.
We can obtain the duration of each state si using the fundamental matrix
N. By definition, the elements of the first row of N are the expected times in
each state starting from state 0. Then, the duration of state si is fi = N(1, i).
Summing up, the cost of transmission (or the expected number of messages)
is:
τ
#
Φ(si )N(1, i)
(3)
Md = E[M ] = λ(C − 1)pc
i=1

3.2 A model for various selfish nodes
We have derived expressions for the detection time and cost for S = 1. We can
now extend the previous model to the case of various selfish nodes (S > 1). The
solution is based on using a Continuous Time Markov Chain with 2×S dimensions. We start with S = 2, so we have a four-dimensions CTMC (for short,
a 4D-CTMC). Each state si now has four values (d2 (t), d1 (t), c2 (t), c1 (t))t≥0 ,
where c1 (t) and d1 (t) represent the number of non-destination and destination
collaborative nodes that have a positive for selfish node 1 and c2 (t) and d2 (t)
is the same for selfish node 2. At the beginning no node has a positive. Then,
when a contact occurs, c1 (t),c2 (t),d1 (t) and d2 (t) can increase by one. The
final (absorbing) state is when (d2 (t), d1 (t)) = (D, D). This 4D-CTMC has
τ = D2 (C ! + 1)2 transient states and υ = (C ! + 1)2 absorbing states. This can
be expressed using the transition matrix in canonical form (equation 1).
Now, we derive the transition rates pij . Given the state si = (d2 , d1 , c2 , c1 ),
the following transitions can occur with transition rates:
–
–
–
–
–

(d2 , d1 , c2 , c1 )
(d2 , d1 , c2 , c1 )
(d2 , d1 , c2 , c1 )
(d2 , d1 , c2 , c1 )
(d2 , d1 , c2 , c1 )

to
to
to
to
to

(d2 , d1 , c2 , c1 + 1): tc1 = (λpd + λpc (c1 + d1 ))(C ! − c1 ).
(d2 , d1 , c2 + 1, c1 ): tc2 = (λpd + λpc (c2 + d2 ))(C ! − c2 ).
(d2 , d1 + 1, c1 , c1 ): td1 = (λpd + λpc (c1 + d1 ))(D − d1 ).
(d2 + 1, d1 , c1 , c1 ): td2 = (λpd + λpc (c2 + d2 ))(D − d2 ).
(d2 , d1 , c2 , c1 ): t0 = 1 − tc1 − tc2 − td1 − td2 .

and using equation 2 we can obtain the detection time, Td .
This model can be extended to the case of S > 2. We will have τ =
DS (C ! + 1)S transient states and υ = (C ! + 1)S absorbing states. For each
state si = (dS , dS−1 , . . . d2 , d1 , cS , cS−1 , . . . c2 , c1 ), the transition rate from cj
to cj + 1 is tcj = (λpd + λpc (dj + cj ))(C ! − cj ) and dj to dj + 1 is tdj =
(λpd + λpc (dj + cj ))(D − dj ).
For the cost, we derive two different expressions for the single and group
protocols. For the single protocol it is easy to obtain the number of messages.
For each state si = (dS , dS−1 , . . . d2 , d1 , cS , cS−1 , . . . c2 , c1 ) the number of possible senders is simply the sum of all the pair values (dj , cj ). Then, the number
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of messages for each state is:
Φ(si ) =

S
#

(cj + dj )

(4)

j=1

and using equation 3 where N is the fundamental matrix of the S dimensions
CTMC obtained for S > 1 we can obtain the cost for the single protocol (Mds ).
For the group protocol we must obtain all the possible combinations. For
example, for a network with S = 2, C = 3, and D = 1 in the state s7 = (1, 2)
there are two combinations:
1. two nodes with a positive about selfish node one, and one node with a
positive about selfish node two, so in this combination there are three
senders.
2. one node with a positive about selfish node one and two; one node with
a positive about selfish node one, and one node with no positives. In this
combination there are two senders.
For this state, the first combination has a probability of 2/3 and the second one
of 1/3. So, the mean number of senders is 2/3 · 3 + 1/3 · 2 = 8/3. Obtaining all
the combinations when S is high can be very complex. A simple approximation
is based on bounding the value of senders. It is easy to see that the number
of senders in each state is between the maximum of cj + dj and the minimum
between the sum of cj + dj and C. So, the possible number of senders in each
state is between:
(5)
max(si ) ≤ Φ(si ) ≤ min(sum(si ), C)
$
S
where max(si ) = maxj=S
j=1 (cj , dj ) and sum(si ) =
j=1 (cj + dj ) Then, we
approximate the number of messages Φ(si ) by calculating the average of the
lower and the upper bound. Finally, the number of messages (Md ) is obtained
using equation 3.
The problem with the CTMC model for S > 1 is that the number of states
increases exponentially with S, so it can be computationally intractable for
S > 3. For example with C = 30 and S = 3 we have 303 = 27000 states, and so
we need a 27000 × 27000 matrix. Even using the sparse matrix functionality of
Matlab it can take a lot of time (and memory) to obtain the result. Therefore,
for large values of N and S, we need another solution.
3.3 Mean max approximation
In this subsection we present approximations for the time and cost of detection
that are computationally efficient. The solution is based on the partition of the
network. Detecting S selfish nodes in a network is the same as obtaining the
maximum of the detection times of S networks with C collaborative nodes and
1 selfish node. Statistically, using the expected time E[T ] (equation 2) for a
network with C collaborative nodes and S = 1, the expected time for knowing
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about all the selfish nodes is the expected value of the maximum of a set of
S random variables, Tmax = max{T1 , T2 , . . . , TS } with the same distribution.
Each random variable Ti has, by definition, a phase-type distribution. The
problem of finding the mean value of the maximum of phase-type distribution
is also a complex problem [1]. The distribution of the maximum of two phasetype distributions can be described by the time to absorption of the Kronecker
sum of the respective absorbing Markov chains, and which, again, describes
an absorbing Markov chain. Unfortunately, this computation leads to a statespace explosion, so we have the same problem of the CTMC model for S > 1.
An approximation to the mean value of the maximum is to assume that
all randoms variables Ti has an uniform distribution with mean E[T ]. Then,
the expected value of the maximum is simply:
T̂d ≈ E[Tmax ] =

2S
E[T ]
S+1

(6)

For the transmission cost, we have an approximation for both protocols:
1. Single protocol : It has a simple solution. Using equation 6 we need to
calculate the number of messages transmitted in each partition for the
new expected time of detection T̂d . This is the same as assuming that each
phase duration fi is the mean value of the maximum, and so its value is
increased by:
2S
2S
fi =
N(1, i)
(7)
fˆi ≈
S+1
S+1
By grouping terms in the sum of equation 3, we have that in each partition
2S
Md . Then, this value is multiplied
the number of messages is M̂dS ≈ S+1
by the number of partitions S, and so we have:
M̂ds ≈ S

2S
Md
S+1

(8)

2. Group protocol : We can make a similar approximation for each phase. First,
the duration of each phase is increased by expression 7. Then, we need to
estimate the number of senders in each phase. A simple approximation is
to use the upper bound of expression 5. If for a network with S = 1 we
have (i − 1) senders in phase i, then, for S networks, we have that the sum
is (i − 1)S. Thus, the number of senders is:
Φ(si ) = min((i − 1)S, C)

(9)

Finally, the expected number of messages is:
M̂dg ≈

τ
#
2S
λ(C − 1)pc
Φ(si )N(1, i)
S+1
i=1

(10)
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4 Model validation
In this section we describe the validation process of the models presented in
section 3. In order to validate these models, the results obtained with the
models were compared with the simulation results. We implemented all the
models and the simulator in Matlab. The simulator is a simple event driven
simulator. The network model of this simulator has C collaborative nodes,
D destination nodes and S selfish nodes. This simulator generates contact
events with a given λ rate. All the nodes have a vector of size S that stores
the information about each selfish node. This vector is initialized with no
state info and it can change to a positive state. When a contact event occurs,
it implements the behavior of the different models, using the probabilities
of detection (pd ) and collaboration (pc ) to change the state of a node. The
simulation finishes when all the destination nodes have a positive for all the
selfish nodes.
The model obtains the time and overhead (Td ,Md ) from a set of inputs: the
rate of contacts (λ), the network (N ,C,D,S) and the watchdog (pc ,pd ). The
correctness of the model was validated by comparing the results obtained from
the model with simulation results (see figure 2). We used a random waypoint
model (RWP) generator to create a contact trace, which is used, on the one
hand to fit the λ value that is used in our performance model and on the other
hand to simulate the contacts to obtain the simulation results. The tests have
different parameter values that are randomly generated within a pre-defined
range. Each simulation was repeated 1000 times in order to obtain a reliable
mean value for the detection time and cost (T̄ds ,M̄ds , ... ). For example, for the
T −T̄ s
detection time, the relative error is % = dTd d · 100.
The validation of the models was based on a set of 100 repeated random
tests. For each test, a relative error %i of the detection time and cost were
obtained. The final result of the validation is the mean and the 95% confidence intervals. For example, in the first validation, the values pc and pd were
randomly distributed between 0.1 and 1, the number of nodes N between 5
and 100, and finally the λ value has a random distribution of 0.1n with n from
1 to 5. In order to evaluate the accuracy of the mean max approximations for
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Error %
Td
S=1
Md
Td
S > 1 M̂ds
M̂dg

0.60 [0.14, 2.5])
1.40 [2.32, 5.2])
5.09 [2.84, 12.4])
9.31 [3.42, 13.53]
13.46 [4.1, 20.55]

Table 1: Validation results for R = 100. The values presented are the mean
error (and the 95% confidence intervals in brackets).
Model
All models
S=1
S>1

Parameters
{pd , pc } ∼ U (0.1, 1), λ = 0.1U (1,5)
N ∼ I(5, 100), D ∼ I(1, N − 1)
S ∼ I(1, 5), N ∼ I(S + 5, 100), D ∼ I(1, N − S)

Table 2: Validation scenarios. U(a, b) stands for the uniform distribution over
interval (a, b) and I(a, b) for an uniform integer distribution between a and b.
S > 1, we performed different test for S = 1 and for S > 1. The results are
shown in table 1 and the range of the validation parameters is shown in table
2.
We can see that the differences between the models and the simulation
results are low. For S = 1 the results are very accurate for all the models. For
S > 1 the results show that the model is accurate. The greatest error values
take place for higher values of S and N , since the number of mathematical
operations is huge, and so the precision is reduced. For the approximation we
can see that expressions 6 and 10 obtain a fairly good approximation to the
simulation results.

5 Evaluation
For the following evaluations we used a contact rate of 0.101 contacts/h,
λh = 2.81×10−5s−1 , obtained from human mobility traces. This value was calculated in [13] using the Cambridge trace date set [8], that was gathered from
a set of students of undergraduate years from the University of Cambridge.
The first evaluation shows the influence of the degree of collaboration (pc )
in a network with 50 nodes (N = 50), one selfish node (S = 1) with different
detection probabilities values (pd ). Figure 3a shows the detection time and the
overall overhead when we consider D = 1 (that is, only one destination node),
and figure 3b when all collaborative nodes are destination (D = N − S =
49). We observed that increasing the degree of collaboration from 0 to 0.2
reduces the detection time exponentially. As expected, the detection time is
greater considering that all the collaborative nodes are destinations (D = 49)
since the information about the positive has to get to all these nodes. In this
case, the reduction of the detection time is quite significant for low detection
probabilities (pd = 0.1). For pc = 0 (no collaboration), the detection time
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is 15.9 · 106 s (about 442 hours). This value can be greatly reduced by using
our collaborative watchdog. Thus, if all nodes implement the collaborative
approach (pc = 1) the detection time is reduced to 3.7 hours. Even for a low
collaboration rate pc = 0.2 the time is reduced to 10 hours. For both cases,
the overhead is always under 215 messages, which is a very reduced overhead.
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Fig. 3: Detection time and cost evaluation depending on collaboration. a)
for S = 1 and N = 50 for one destination node, b) the same for all nodes
(D = N − 1)
The goal of second evaluation is to evaluate the impact of the number of
nodes, ranging from 10 to 100 (see figures 4a and 4b). Three different sets of
values for pc and pd were used. The first set (1, 0.8) is a fully collaborative net-
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work with a high probability of detection, the second set has a reduced degree
of collaboration (0.7); finally, the last set has a low probability of detection
(0.3). We observe that, in general, the greater the number of nodes, the lesser
the detection time and the greater the number of messages. The main reason is
that when the number of nodes is greater, the number of contacts is increased
and so the information about the positive detection is disseminated quicker.
Reduced values for the collaboration and detection probabilities imply greater
detection times (as expected). Nevertheless, the cost only depends on these
values (only on N ).
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Fig. 4: Detection time and cost evaluation depending on the number of nodes.
a) for S = 1 and one destination node, b) for all nodes (except the selfish
node)
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Figure 5a shows the influence of the number of selfish nodes S on the
detection time. The number of selfish nodes has more impact when the number
of nodes is low, that is, when the ratio S/N is higher. The reason is obvious: the
number of collaborative nodes is also low (for example, for N = 15 and S = 10,
there are only 5 collaborative nodes), and this implies a reduction in the overall
number of contacts. For the overhead, we evaluate both distribution protocols.
In figure 5b we can see the number of message generated. As expected, the
number of messages increases linearly as the number of nodes increases, and
also as the number of selfish nodes increases. We can see that the number of
messages can be very high when there is more than one selfish node. Thus,
the group protocol is the solution when the possible number of selfish nodes is
high. The results for the group protocols are shown in figure 5c. We can observe
that the number of selfish nodes has a reduced influence on the overhead. This
confirms the cost is not increased because only one message is sent for all
positives a node has. We repeated this experiment for different values of pc
and pd revealing the same patterns.
A more detailed evaluation about the influence of the collaboration and
detection probabilities is detailed below. Figures 6a and 6b show the influence
of pc and pd on the detection time for N = 5 and N = 50, respectively, when all
nodes all destination nodes. We observe that for N = 5, low values of pd have
a greater impact on the detection time than the collaboration probability.
Nevertheless, for N = 50, low values of pc have a greater impact on the
detection time than the probability of detection. That is reasonable because,
in a network with few nodes a low degree of collaboration has less impact that
in a network with more nodes. Figure 6c shows the overhead depending on the
values of pd and pc . We can see that when the degree of collaboration is low
(less than 0.2) the number of messages is reduced drastically (as expected).
This is more evident for higher detection probabilities.
Now, we evaluate the dependency on the number of destination nodes D.
This value can range from 1, that is the detection time and cost for a single
node to detect the selfish(s) node(s); to N − S, that is the time and cost that
all nodes in the network detect the selfish(s) node(s). Figure 7a shows that
the number of destination nodes has a strong influence on the detection time
when the number of nodes is low (N = {10, 20}), and a low influence when
the number of nodes is high. The reason is that, when N is low, the number
of contacts is also low and so the diffusion of the positives becomes very slow.
On the other hand, in a network with more nodes, there are more contacts,
meaning that this diffusion is very fast. In terms of overhead and using the
group protocol, figure 7b shows that, for D ranging from 1 to 10, the increase
is exponential and then mostly lineal. The reason is the same: the number of
contacts increases and so the number of messages sent is also greater. Summing
up, for a network with a moderate number of nodes (N > 30), the number of
destination nodes has a strong impact on the overhead.
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Fig. 5: Detection time and cost evaluation for S > 1. a) Detection time; b)
Cost for single protocol; c) Cost for group protocol

6 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a new approach to reduce the detection time
of selfish nodes using collaborative watchdogs. The network is modelled as a
set of wireless mobile nodes that includes both collaborative and selfish nodes.
The collaborative nodes have a watchdog that can detect a selfish node with a
given probability (of detection). When a contact occurs between two collaborative nodes, the positives are transmitted with a given degree of collaboration
(ranging from no collaboration to full collaboration).
We modelled the performance of the collaborative watchdog using a Continuous Time Markov Chain using a contact rate λ. We first introduce a model
for evaluating the detection of one selfish node, and then we extended this
model for the case of several selfish nodes, including a mean-max approxi-
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Fig. 6: a)-c) Evaluation depending on collaboration and detection probabilities. a) Overall detection time with a reduced number of nodes (N = 5). b)
Detection time with a greater number of nodes (N = 50) c) Overhead for
N = 50;

mation for a feasible computation when the number of selfish nodes is high.
Numerical results show that our collaborative watchdog can reduce the overall
detection time with a reduced overhead (messages cost). This reduction is very
significant when the watchdog detection effectiveness is low. Furthermore, this
reduction can be obtained even with a moderate degree of collaboration. These
two properties are very important for the practical implementation of the collaborative watchdog. Our approach can obtain great results with a moderate
precision watchdog, and it can tolerate some degree of no collaboration (for
example, when the contact duration is too low to allow transmitting a message
with the positives).
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Fig. 7: Evaluation of the impact of destination nodes for pc = 1 and pd = 0.7.
a) Detection time; b) Cost for group protocol
As a future work, we want to improve the analytical model to evaluate
more complex scenarios. We also plan to implement the collaborative detection
mechanism in order to evaluate its performance on a more realistic scenario.
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